


Premise

Pretty much everything you thought 
you knew about creating content 

and copy for your website is 

Wrong!



Ready To Be 

With what I’m going to share with you today, 
you’ll never look at a website the same way again

• Over 77% of small business websites haven’t got a clue 
how to design and write a website homepage.

• And this includes websites that cost thousands and were 
designed by professionals.
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Ready To Be 
• Many homepages are so poorly conceived and written 

that they consistently chase their prospects into the arms 
of their competitors.

• Readers leave the website within seconds because they 
don’t immediately see what they’re looking for.        

Why? Because the website didn’t tell them.  
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Ready For The 

• If you follow the formula laid out in this Guide, YOU 
will be able to write an effective and results-oriented 
homepage quickly and easily and start boosting your 
conversions and sales almost immediately.
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Seven inches.  The average height of a webpage 
display “above the fold” (without scrolling down on 
your notebook computer screen).  Seven inches.  Not 
very much space, but absolutely the most important 
seven inches in any marketers life.

These seven inches can hold the keys to incredible 
success, or the prescription for abject failure. 

What you put in that seven inches is what this Guide 
is all about.



Before you can start to plan the construction – or revision –
of your home page, you must know three things:

• Your Ideal Client

• Your #1 Objective For The Page

• The Best, Most Effective Way Of Achieving Your 
Objective 
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Many marketers identify their ideal (or Avatar) client by his 
demographic profile (age, sex, marital status, income, own-or-
rent, education, income, etc.)

I’d like to challenge you to think a little outside that box and 
try to understand your Avatar’s Decision-Making Profile.
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To do this, I found it very helpful to picture an actual human 
being in your mind - what information that individual would 
need to go through their decision-making process.

I don’t mean a fictitious person, but a real one.  It may be 
one of your current clients or, if you don’t have clients or 
customers yet, a friend or acquaintance that can really benefit 
from your product or service. 
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Decide on the one thing you want a prospect to do while 
visiting your homepage or landing page.  One thing.  Not two 
or three.  It is imperative that you focus on giving your 
prospect the right information to make that decision.

• Subscribe or Buy Now
• Watch a Preview Video
• Download more information
• Register for our free Newsletter or Tip Sheet
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The use of the words “best” and “most effective” tells you 
that your should plan and build not one, but multiple variants 
of your headline, image, copy, and look and flow of 
information.  Does it lead your prospect seamlessly through 
your story without jarring stops, or reader confusion and 
accomplish your objective?

To do this, you’ll need to TEST a number of your designs to 
find the one that performs the best.
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The Most Important 7 Inches In A Marketer’s Life



Seven seconds.  Approximately the time you have to 
create a connection, an impact, or a perception in the 
mind of your reader.  Seven seconds and seven 
inches. This is the whole ball game.  Are you up to it?

If you can, pull up your website next to this guide so 
you can refer to it when answering the following four 
questions.  They’re not difficult questions, but they 
require a large dose of self awareness and objectivity.  
Be truly honest with yourself.  No one else will know.  
But you will benefit from knowledge gained.



Question 1: When looking at your webpage – and not 
scrolling down – does your reader immediately know 
what it is that you do?

Question 2:  Can your reader immediately identify a 
significant benefit(s) he or she will get by buying your 
product or service?



This is many companies’ 
idea of a nice website.
Nice. But ineffective

What does it 
actually tell 

you?
It doesn’t pass 
the “Write-In” 

Test



The “Write-In” Test

This simple Write In Test will show you – conclusively 
– if your website differentiates itself from its 
competitors, or not.  Here’s what to do:

• Using the “Above the Fold” area of your homepage, 
write in a competitor’s company name for yours.

• Now read the text and study the image, if any, and 
decide whether the message the site conveys is pretty 
much still valid.  If it is, get busy and differentiate.
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Question 3:  Does your reader immediately
comprehend that you are unique and different from 
your competitors in a meaningful way?

Question 4:  Can your reader immediately see the 
reason(s) why you are different? (proof)

Remember – you have just seven inches and seven 
seconds to get that information to your reader or most 
of them will be on their way to another site.  Probably 
your competitor’s. (The following examples rates a C)



GOOD:  You know 
what they do and 

who their ideal 
client is.

EXCELLENT
Image – Works 

with the 
Headline

GOOD:  Value 
Proposition is 
benefit-rich

BAD:  Too small 
and hard to 

read

BAD:  No 
Proof of 

claims, even 
with all the 

excess space



Well, how did you do?

Just OK?  Not so great?  

Don’t worry, you haven’t read this entire Guide yet.

Help is on the way.



OK.  Now that you’ve self-critiqued your website’s 
seven inches, let’s make a U-turn.  Pull up your 
competitor’s website and ask the same questions 
about them.

I’d be willing to give odds that you’ll find your 
competitor is most probably not so great in their seven 
inches either.  Most small businesses miss the boat.

Now, you have a great opportunity to sharpen your 
message and score a competitive advantage.



I’ve been teaching and preaching this 7&7 concept at 
workshops and seminars and in my writing for over a 
dozen years and I always struggled on just how to 
describe this seven inch phenomena.

Note: Recently, I was privileged to witness a number of webinars 
by Dr. Flint McGlaughlin, a true disciple of the mystical 
art/science/psychology of marketing.  Dr. Flint’s words triggered 
my mental juices and suddenly things jelled for me.  I credit his 
words for my ability to complete this guide that sat unfinished for 
years.



Articulating Your Seven-Inch 
Marketing Message &

The WebPower Formula



The four basic components:

• WHAT it is that you do

• Your VALUE PROPOSITION

• WHY someone should buy from you rather than your 
competitors – regardless of price

• The EVIDENCE you provide to back up your “why” 
claims

Now let’s take a closer look at these four components.



WHAT it is that you do

You’d be surprised (or maybe not, if you’re a member 
of Write Like A Madman) to learn that a large 
percentage of small business websites don’t even make 
it obvious what it is they do in that first seven inches.  

If I’m looking for a local firm that does payroll and 
HR benefits, and I don’t see this prominently 
displayed above the fold, I move on.  Opportunity
lost.



Your VALUE PROPOSITION (VP)
Your Value Proposition communicates the benefits 
(reasons to buy) and satisfactions (underlying reasons 
to buy) of purchasing a product or service and how 
that purchase will improve your life.  

A simple Case Study of this is the TV ad for the back 
compression belt.  The benefit is that you feel better 
but the satisfaction is that now you can play with the 
grandkids or dance with your wife.  Life improved.



For a company to have a poorly written Value 
Proposition, or state no VP at all, is to court disaster.

Think about it.  If you don’t know, or can’t articulate, 
exactly how people’s lives will be improved by your 
product or service – how do you expect them to come 
to a “buy” decision?



WHY they should buy from you
Give them real reasons that make you unique, different 
(and better) than the rest.  Remember: this is not a 
license to brag.  The Why You should be articulated 
with your customers’ needs and desires in mind. 

[Note: Dr. Flint McGlaughlin has a very simple way for you to test 
your Why You.  Mentally place the word “Because” in front of 
your Why statement.  If it reads well, chances are you get it.]



“Choosing 
among multiple 
options is 
always based on 
differences”

Jack Trout
Differentiate Or Die



EVIDENCE (EV)
Prospects do not want to hear those tired, hackneyed, 
trite, and meaningless clichés that you see so often on 
websites and in ads.  You know, statements 
masquerading as reasons, like: We Treat You Like 
Family, Simply The Best, or Honest & Reliable.

Back up your claims with real, honest, substantive, 
reasons to buy from you using numbers, facts, honors, 
achievements, and other people’s statements. 



Whenever you write a claim, imagine a tiny “me” 
sitting on your shoulder and whispering in your ear, 
“Prove it!”.

[Note:  For more information on citing real reasons instead of 
meaningless clichés, please see my article, Words I Never Want 
To See Or Hear Again, and my Marketing Tip, 25 Overused, 
Meaningless, Trite And Hackneyed Clichés Nobody Believes.]





Small Business Examples
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And…it leaves 
room for your 

WHY

Headline is 
Good VP
(Benefit)

Images and 
Name are 

the WHAT

Terrific Main 
Image Draws 

You In



This is many companies’ 
idea of a nice website.
Nice. But ineffective

Nice photo, nice 
colors, BUT
No Benefits, 

No WHY, 
No Nothing

BEFORE



AFTER
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ostanza’s
akery

Great IMAGE 
draws you in

Product 
In Use



Too Many Words – Or Too Few?
If what you’re selling is a Simple concept, like 
cupcakes, you’ll probably need fewer words to 
differentiate you from the competition.

If you’re selling something more Complex, like in-
home care, you may need more words to explain the 
concept and the differentiations. 



A Modest Example Of A 
Marketing Message 

from one of my own websites

Displayed in the first 7 inches 



The
WHAT

The
VP

The
WHY

The
EV



Just One More Question

Would you rather earn 7¢ or so from an ad 
appearing on your website, 

or get a new customer?



If your site is Under 
Construction don’t 

let THIS be the  
image your 

customers see

And because THIS is 
the Ad that appears.

Teeny, tiny writing is a 
loud siren that says –

leave this page!

You have no control 
over ads that appear.  
What does this ad do 
to your Coffee Shop 

customers?



More About Your 
Marketing Message



The Process For Constructing Your 
Marketing Message (MM)

Sit down, either alone or with your business partners. 
Get a blank pad, clear your head(s) and write a brief 
statement to cover each of the parts of the formula.
• What
• Value Proposition
• Why 
• Evidence



Limit yourself to 60-90 minutes, then set the pad aside 
for 24-48 hours.

Read your statements again – out loud.  

Repeat this process until you are completely happy with 
what you wrote.



Next, begin the process of designing and constructing 
your homepage so that these statements are all 
conveyed within the “above the fold” portion of your 
page. (See: The Look & Flow Template)

You may run into some pushback from your web 
designer.  That is to be expected.  Simply remind him 
that graphics and images should support and enhance 
your words, not the other way around.



Your Seven-Inch Marketing 
Message Should Lead Your 

Prospect To Four Conclusions  
• I want it
• I can’t get it elsewhere
• I understand it
• I believe it

[Note:  Dr. McGlaughlin places these conclusions into two categories:  
Purchase (first two) and Communication.]



Conclusion #1
(Purchase-Driven Conclusion)

“I want it.”

If your Marketing Message has done it’s job, the 
prospect is convinced he or she desires this product or 
service.  (This sounds wonderful, but – careful – it’s  
only the first step.  This one decision alone, seldom 
leads to “buy”)



Conclusion #2
(Purchase-Driven Conclusion)

“I can’t get this exact thing elsewhere.”

If your message works, your prospect should see 
enough differentiation to conclude that no one else 
has what you are offering.



Conclusion #3
(Communication-Driven Conclusion)

“I understand it.”

Powerful communication-driven conclusions enhance 
the effect of the first two conclusions, but can also 
substantially lessen their impact.  If the reader does 
not understand, is confused, or if your message is not 
clear in every way – all is lost.



“Clarity 
trumps

persuasion”

Dr Flint McGlaughlin



“Never trust 
anyone you don’t 
understand.”

Jack Trout
The Power Of Simplicity



Conclusion #4
(Communication-Driven Conclusion)

“I believe it”

It is the job of the writer to foster believability in what’s 
being said by proving their case, not by lying or puffery, 
but by clear, honest logic.  Belief comes from a 
perception in the mind of the buyer that he or she can 
do business with your company with little or no fear.



Don’t Be Afraid Of Copy
It’s true that most, if not all, marketing education 
writers and speakers preach “tight” – or concise –
writing (including me).  

This does not mean that you write your story in as few 
words as possible; it means that you write your whole
story in as few words as possible.  Especially in that 
first seven inches of website.  Omitting top motivating 
reasons to buy will motivate buyers to omit you.



“Clarity 
trumps
brevity”

Dr Flint McGlaughlin



The Mission Of The First 7”
You’ve built your website to be a complete online 
brochure and conversion tool for your company, 
product, or service.  So why am I so darned concerned 
with the first seven inches or so of one single page?

Because, if you do not grab the attention and interest 
of your reader, they seldom go beyond those seven 
inches, thus they miss the pleasure of reading the rest 
of your story – and you make fewer sales.



So Let’s Get To Work
The best time to start getting your website in shape is 
NOW!  Why wait?  If your site doesn’t contain your 
new and improved Marketing Message, you’ll be 
losing opportunities every single day.

Learn and Prosper,



Marketing Know-How 

You Need To Succeed

Boost Results 30%, 50%, 100% or 

more without adding a dime to your 

marketing budget…and be on your 

way to having the life you always 

wanted.

WriteLikeAMadman.com& Make Money 
Like Crazy

13-Video Program

Alan Tarr’s

100% Original Content


